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ABSTRACT

GROOM, KELLE . Five Kingdoms. (Under the direction of Don Stap.)

*Five Kingdoms* is a collection of 55 poems in three sections. The title refers to the five kingdoms of life, encompassing every living thing. Section I explores political themes and addresses subjects that reach across a broad expanse of time—from the oldest bones of a child and the oldest map of the world to the bombing of Fallujah in the current Iraq war. Connections between physical and metaphysical worlds are examined. The focus narrows from the world to the city in section II. The theme of shelter is important to these poems, as is the act of being a flâneur. The search for shelter, physical and spiritual, is explored. The third section of *Five Kingdoms* narrows further to the individual. Political themes recur, as do ekphrastic elements, in the examination of individual lives and the search for physical and metaphysical shelter. The title poem “Five Kingdoms,” was written on the 60th anniversary of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima on August 6, 1945. This non-narrative poem is composed of a series of questions for the reader regarding personal and national security. It is a political poem that uses a language of fear and superstition to question what we are willing to sacrifice to be safe and what “safety” means. The poem ends with a call to action: “Before you break in two, categorize/the five kingdoms, count all the living things.” The poems in this manuscript are a kind of counting that pays attention to the things of the world through praise and elegy. The poems in *Five Kingdoms* are indebted to my reading of many poets, in particular Michael Burkard, Carolyn Forché, Brenda Hillman, Tony Hoagland, Kenneth Koch, Philip Levine, Denise Levertov, Jane Mead, W.S. Merwin, Pablo Neruda, Frank O’Hara, Mary Oliver, Adrienne Rich, and Mark Strand.
for Cory
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INTRODUCTION: Writing Life Essay

The Romanian poet, Nina Cassian’s poem “Temptation,” translated into English by Brenda Walker and Andrea Deletant, begins “Call yourself alive? Look, I promise you/that for the first time you’ll feel your pores opening/like fish mouths, and you’ll actually be able to hear/your blood surging through all those lanes.” The poem is collected in Cassian’s Life Sentence, but I first came across it more than a decade ago in The American Poetry Review, and I have never forgotten it. The promise offered in this poem is the power found in poetry. Cassian’s poem continues: “And you’ll feel light gliding across the cornea/like the train of a dress. For the first time/you’ll be aware of gravity/like a thorn in your heel/and your shoulder blades will ache for want of wings./ Call yourself alive? I promise you/you’ll be deafened by dust falling on the furniture/and you’ll feel your eyebrows turning to two gashes,/and every memory you have -- will begin/at Genesis.”

The genesis of Five Kingdoms began with my reading of the poets on my reading list. I am indebted to the political poems of Denise Levertov, Carolyn Forche, and Adrienne Rich, to the deep humanity in their poems and those of Yehuda Amichai, Philip Levine, Naomi Shihab Nye, and W.S. Merwin. Whitman and Ginsberg’s expansive lines and the urgency in their voices was also important to me as I began to write poems that exist in a time of war. The title poem of Five Kingdoms was written on the 60th anniversary of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima on August 6, 1945. This non-narrative poem is composed of a series of questions for the reader regarding personal and national security. It is a political poem that uses a language of fear and superstition to question what we are willing to sacrifice to be safe and what “safety” means. The poem ends with a call to action: “Before you break in two, categorize/the five kingdoms, count
all the living things.” The poems in this manuscript are a kind of counting that pays attention to the things of the world through praise and elegy.

“Five Kingdoms” is also the title of Section I of the manuscript. The poems in this section explore political themes, including anti-war themes, and address subjects that reach across a broad expanse of time—from the oldest bones of the first human child found in Ethiopia and the oldest map of the world found near Baghdad to the bombing of Fallujah in the current Iraq war. The connection between the physical and metaphysical world is examined. The voices of the dead and the living are of equal importance in these poems. In “Her Voice,” the voice of a young poet who committed suicide and filicide is heard; in the poem “1984,” Allen Ginsberg speaks through a message he’d written decades earlier on a closet wall; and in “Photograph of a Woman,” Lorna Sage, the Welsh-born literary critic and memoirist who died in 2001, imagines the source of life.

Poems in this section also examine the natural world. Mary Oliver is an important teacher. My grandmother gave me my first book of poetry by a living writer, the first book I remember owning that was not meant for a child: Mary Oliver’s *American Primitive*. My grandmother lived near Oliver. She’d spent her whole life in Dennis and Yarmouth, Massachusetts, the mid-Cape; Oliver was at the tip of the Cape, in Provincetown. I’d never seen my grandmother read poetry (except mine), though before she died, she wrote that she wanted Tennyson read, “Crossing the Bar,” at her memorial. She’d found Mary Oliver’s book in a used bookstore in South Yarmouth, and mailed it to me. I memorized Oliver’s “A Visitor” the way I memorized a song—so that I could take it with me and give it away to others. Though I’d moved from the Cape early in my childhood, and moved every couple of years or so between Hawaii and Texas, Florida, Spain, and Massachusetts, I almost always returned home in the summer.
Oliver articulated the beauty of Cape Cod. And through the beauty of the natural world, Oliver also found and offered an opening to a spiritual world. In Section I, my poems “Anatidae” and “Loons” reflect my reading of Oliver’s poems and her attention to specific creatures—the swan, for example.

The year Mary Oliver’s book arrived, I’d begun taking undergraduate creative writing classes at the University of Central Florida, reading Philip Levine and Gary Snyder, Sharon Olds, Denise Levertov. Our textbook was *Naked Poetry*. In one photo, a young W.S. Merwin in a plaid shirt leaned on an old truck. Kelly Cherry came to visit and talked about taking a train into the wilderness. Leaving everything behind in a little room in Amsterdam. A Finnish poet visited and said that she read everything: science, history, politics for her poetry. And so I did the same thing at the UCF library, the same thing I’d done as a child in libraries—I let myself get lost, turned around, and reached out to the shelves to see what I could find. I wanted to be surprised. It’s what I always want from poetry—in writing it and in reading.

In section II of *Five Kingdoms* the focus narrows from the world to the city. The theme of shelter is important to these poems. The first poem in this section, “San Juan de la Cruz,” incorporates a number of elements that interest me: ekphrastic poetry; the act of being a *flâneur*—a person who walks the city in order to experience it; and the points of connection between the physical world and metaphysical world. The search for shelter, physical and spiritual, is explored. The title poem from this section is an imitation of a Mark Strand poem, “Mirror,” that examines a moment when something barely known but desired is irretrievably lost. And that loss mirrors another kind of loss in the speaker’s life—something indefinable and vast, a life marker. I followed the form of Strand’s “Mirror” as a kind of road map for my own lines. Later in this section, the poem “My Mother in Honolulu,” was written after Strand’s poem, “My Mother on
an Evening in Late Summer.” I’m drawn to the pace and patience in Strand’s poems, the time that exists quietly in his poems and the sense of mystery he creates in his elegant lines. I admire Strand’s attention to beauty and to creating beautiful lines while he tells us “what we cannot say.” In 1991, Mark Strand edited *Best American Poetry*, and in his introductory essay he wrote about his father reading his first book of poems: “The ones that mean most are those that speak for his sense of loss following my mother’s death. They seem to tell him what he knows but cannot say.”

This ability to tell us what we cannot say is what I love most about poetry. Strand wrote that when his father read his poems “they bring him back to himself.” It is what happens when I read poetry, and when I write it: the poems bring me back to myself. Place is of great importance in the poems in this section. It was Mark Strand who taught me the word for a person who gets lost in a city-- a flâneur. In my poems, “San Juan de la Cruz,” “I Was Born in Brockton,” “The City of Your Final Destination,” and “Town,” among others, there is a sense of being lost in a city as a mode of exploration. Certainly Frank O’Hara’s poems of New York City are important too, as is the sense of the speaker overhearing himself in the poems of Michael Burkard. The poems of Eavan Boland and Tomas Tranströmer were also important to me in working to evoke both physical and metaphysical aspects of a specific place.

The third section of *Five Kingdoms* narrows further — to the individual. The predominant tone is elegiac. Political themes recur in this final section. The theme of physical shelter is explored through an examination of individual lives. The search for metaphysical shelter is a strong element in these poems that take as their subject those who are living at the margin of the world. The odes in Section III, “Untitled (People on Fire)” of *Five Kingdoms* began after reading the odes of Pablo Neruda, the addresses of Kenneth Koch, and the
“American Odes” of Barbara Hamby. Neruda and Koch offer odes of such joy and pleasure in life that they are irresistible. However, Neruda’s ode to his coat, for example, is able to address his own mortality -- the coat he wears also refers to the body his soul wears. That ability to mix joy and loss, to examine the tragic with wit and humor is important to my own work. Several of the poems in this section combine some kind of humor with loss. “Oprah and the Underworld” is comic from the start with its playful title. The poem begins with pop culture references to a “girlfight” between movie actresses, Sharon Stone and Halle Berry. But the subject of the poem is death itself, specifically the speaker’s experience of death. The theme of shelter continues in this section with poems that take place in an actual homeless shelter: “Catafalque,” “Part of a Song,” and “Hey, Hey.”

My interest in poems that begin in paintings continues in this section with the title poem, “Untitled (People on Fire).” This watercolor by Argentine painter Guillermo Kuitca functions as a door that opens up the poem for me. Other poems in Five Kingdoms began similarly: “Bone Built for Eternity” and “San Juan de la Cruz” (also after Kuitca paintings) and “The Lark’s Wing…” after Miro. In addition to the important influence of Neruda and Koch in the closing section of Five Kingdoms, the poems of Jane Mead and Brenda Hillman were essential for me, with their dual attention to the things of this world and the world of the spirit.

Writing the poems in Five Kingdoms has allowed me to experiment with narrative, autobiography, and biography. I’ve drawn from a variety of forms including the ode and elegy. As a poet living in a time of war, I’ve been unable to turn away from war as a subject in my poetry. I have no expertise in political science or history, and I’d felt ill-equipped to write about this or any war. I had experienced other wars—World War II and Vietnam, the civil war in El Salvador, the Bosnian War—through photographs in newspapers and books: Roman Vishniac’s A
Vanished World, Lilli Jacob Meier’s The Auschwitz Album, Philip Jones Griffith’s photographs of Vietnam in Dark Odyssey, and in El Salvador: The Work of Thirty Photographers with text by Carolyn Forché, among others. My first war, Vietnam, was televised. But as a child, I’d come across a book of photographs of the Vietnam war, ongoing at the time, that were so horrifying I’d flung them across the carpet. Much the same as I did with El Salvador fifteen years later. As a young adult, I’d been amazed that anyone had been able stand still and be silent in a time of war, when others suffered. During the Vietnam War, the Gulf War, the El Savadorian and Bosnian conflicts, I’d felt helpless to act or speak. But I felt that even if I did nothing, I was at least responsible for knowing what had happened to others. I began reading the literature of human rights, beginning with Jacobo Timmerman’s Cell Without A Name, Prisoner Without a Number, Omar Rivabella’s Requiem for a Woman’s Soul, Coetzee’s Waiting for the Barbarians, Noam Chomsky on East Timor, and Elie Wiesel’s Night among others. The day before Fallujah was bombed in the Iraq War, I was struck by a newspaper photo of men in a mosque in that city waiting to be bombed. I was struck again by the helplessness I felt in being unable to speak out against this act. I was driving down a highway when I realized that I didn’t have to be silent. That I’m a writer. And it occurred to me that I didn’t have to be a political expert to write poems with political content, that it’s enough to be human and to have questions. I took the next exit, and wrote the beginning of “Fallujah” in the parking lot of a fast food restaurant. I sent the finished poem to Naomi Shihab Nye, a poet I greatly admire, who is also the poetry editor of The Texas Observer, a bi-weekly political news magazine. In her letter to me, Nye said that she had a backlog of poems and had said that she wouldn’t accept any new poems, but that she would take “Fallujah” and publish it immediately because of its timeliness. Elie Wiesel said that “to remain
silent and indifferent is the greatest sin of all.” In *Five Kingdoms*, I have attempted to speak in poems that address issues of human rights that ask the questions that I most want answered.
Bone Built for Eternity

Acrylic on canvas, Guillermo Kuitca, 1990

Her bones were found in Ethiopia,
and the scientists called her
a baby, but she was three,
learning to walk for everyone,
her fingers still long enough to grip
branches, fly, but she was done with that,
and the tall blades were leftovers.
A storm drowned her,
and we chinked her out
of rock that grew around,
just her face peeking out from a blanket
of sand, telling us not to worry,
that even if you are buried
for three million years,
your body nearly hidden in stone,
we will come looking
for you, and hold your skull in the palm
of a hand, admire your empty
thimble eyes, teeth like tiny kernels
of corn, look inside your ears for balance,
the sea the same, though the moon
was so much closer then to earth—
huge, shining on her, what was it
like to wake up in this place
before countries? In drawings,
her imaginary family looks wary,
wandering a desert with big
birds like turkeys, and it’s snowed
recently, their feet white,
no shoes, no clothes,
but he has his arm around her
shoulder in a comforting way,
the child nowhere to be seen,
no streets of bone, no crowns,
no thorns to wrap around
a head, houses still unbuilt,
this one was bleeding,
there’s red in the background,
and this one glows like milk.
1. FIVE KINGDOMS
Five Kingdoms

What is the blue in the temperature drop?
   Is the stove doing its arithmetic
       so that heat is not just felt but seen?

Do you know the whereabouts
   of the color photograph of a dog,
       tide tables, a car down below?

What is the plan for your own and another’s vital
   signs, the rose red yellow? If you drape
       the windows with seaweed,

is that the simplest means for extinguishing
   the species? Do you keep all of your money
       under the bed because of the cold war,

because those now living lay down years ago?
   With the dropping of the first bomb, did our average age
       limit drop? If we place lucky objects, perform

activities a special number of times, if we are ugly or disfigured
   in some way, and we diagnose our contact with live
       animals, broken glass, auto exhaust garbage

grease and solvents, lead, can we forgive our impulse
   to rob, steal from, cheat, for causing harm to others
       with our thoughts, training a blow torch

on hundreds of thousands until their skin came off like gloves,
   a child a white flash running in the street. Recite
       the lucky numbers and the multiples,

collect and remove tacks razor blades nails lit cigarettes,
   touch them before using, before you break in two, categorize
       the five kingdoms, count all the living things.
Three Men With Guns

If the earth’s pull had been less,
we wouldn’t have held on,
our atmosphere leaking into the Milky Way,
no ballads sung, no we, falling back.
In the heart of the Industrial Age, I fell asleep,
dreamed of three men in a speeding car,
rode beside them, as if the car were a cardboard
prop in a play, our bodies bumping up and down
to imitate movement. Then guns fired at windows
on the right—I ducked with the men, bullets
multi-pointed and endless as snow, nodding
to a beautiful song beyond you and inside you,
a travel song, despite the protests of fear,
of death, a successful emigration of the soul
beyond the body, though even this wasn’t
clear until morning when I woke on a canopy
long gone, saw a newspaper open on the circle
of our breakfast table: each of the three men
had his own box, captured, a gun to each
temple, like spirits drawn on a piece of bone
that sings, an intercessor between the quarters.
Crush

There is a time when the operation of the machine becomes so odious, makes you so sick at heart, that you can’t take part...and you’ve got to put your bodies upon the gears – Mario Savio, 1964.

We still go to the grocery after dropping bombs on people who turned into shadows, actual silhouettes on walls where fire melted them, locomotive speed pressing the body thinner than paper, a smudge, and the many who lived hurt, crush crush crush, like Quintian, the politician, crushed Agatha’s breasts years ago, then, cut them off. In the confusion of the middle ages, her breasts on a plate were mistaken for loaves of bread, and bread was blessed on the altar on the day of her feast, though she was rolled naked over lit coals and broken dishes, angels holding gold to her body while men in bloody clothes pointed this way and that.
There’s a circle in the center,
a clockface, an eye, but it’s the ring of water

surrounding earth that I dove through for the first time
(I’d always been too claustrophobic, afraid I’d drown

or the force would snap my neck), but it’s like
Perrier, light and bubbling, electrical, so that when

I come through on the other side, I’m laughing.
Fifty miles from Baghdad is the view from Babylon

where the US military builds a helipad and parking lots
on top of what was once one of the seven wonders,

and here we found the first map of the world, made of clay,
so small, it fits in the palm of a hand,

the Euphrates emptying into your wrist,
and to the north, fingers shade the triangles of mountains.
The Lark’s Wing Encircled by the Blue of Gold Rejoins the Heart of the Poppy Sleeping on the Meadow Bedecked with Diamonds


I never know what the ocean
is saying, the horizon’s watery sheets.
But I think it is like living
in a country where you do not speak
the language, fumbling the shopping,
bus schedule, until one day, an edge
of the lens clears and bread means bread,
the wall of the moon familiar
as an overcoat, though at first, tone
was the only meaning, shadow pressed flat
against low tide, a girl barnacled
around a boy on a bike, flashing
like a school of fish by your side.
Her Voice

Walking through the meadow the path is always lighter
grass like moon on water, soft circles where the deer bed down.

Climbing over fallen trees in the dark,
looking for both sisters, Andrea said this is our life

now, but when we leave, it’s just memory, a family
of strangers lying flat on a red blanket
to trick the mosquitoes, bats zipping overhead. The green
mountains looking for us, turning around, in memory,

we sit in the shoulder, like blue dresses fallen onto a chair.
A woman I barely met, passed on the white stairs,

admiring her baby, died a week ago with her boy,
but I heard her voice yesterday, a compliment from summer.

The body picks up leaves, & the soul misses it so, neither
wants to live the TV life, shut up in a closet

when the flowers are out: Weather Prophet, Freckle Face,
Flower-of-an-hour.
Newgrange

Do you remember the years before the pyramids? We were always stacking stones to guide the soul in and out. On the shortest and the longest days, all the doors open, the dead free to come and go, missing everybody and soon enough missing this too—the blue sky, bread flaked with oatmeal, pilot hand that can write. Remember the disembodied hand that wrote on the wall behind a candlestick, numbering the days in no human language? The way in is narrow, stones overhead heavy as train cars, walls so close you have to keep your purse between your legs, dip your head, and you’d run out, but the woman behind already has, she’s run for you, taking the fear with her, so you can keep going, your mother laughing with a girl ahead. For a long time this place was a hillock, a secret under grass, waiting for someone to walk inside, up the aisle to three rooms, alcoves, and the dead who’d been hanging out with the wind, blowing into tin roofs, scraping chairs and tables up there, trying to sit down—here is a place, and a window that lets the light unroll like a rug down the aisle to these stone seats where they can sit among us, sun on their faces and their cold hands.
Fallujah

I mispronounce it like Tallulah
Bankhead named for her grandmother
named for the falls, mispronounce it
like anarchy, the word for division
for the invisible branch of the great river
that disappeared here, a woman whose life
was a lake she filled until it emptied, the men
in the mosque crying for the people
in Fallujah, eyes dark because it will be
a massacre tonight. We sit in quiet
places, fifty million people who said
no & no wasn’t enough. Remember
the girl who blocked a gun & was run
over by a tank, the girl who climbed
a tree to save it, a woman who gave her
body up to knives so her husband would
walk again, what can we do that isn’t self-
destruction? Brother, I know you know.
Humbucking

After he played guitar at Norman’s,
a guy walked up to the stage with compliments
& a Paul Reed Smith McCarty archtop hollow body
guitar tattooed on his arm, with wings,
a guitar to satisfy the most extreme tone fanatic,

abalone bird inlays on the fretboard, humbucking
pickup. Before McCarty, all electric guitars
hummed, but with two pickups side by side
like piano keys, one placed backwards, there’s
no hum. Wings like the ones he wore in a dream,

the night he learned to fly, surrounded by men
in white robes, & one in Bodhisattva blue who
walked him off a cliff which is where he learned
to fly, the blue became a tattoo on his chest,
a pool of summer sky with the cliff scene in miniature,

one man approaching, the other falling, lifting off just
before he hit the ground, a skill acquired & practiced
like playing the guitar, any night he could travel—
one morning I woke, saw the indentation in my blanket
where he’d slept after the hurricane. The chimney

across the yard burning, a quiet white pulse.
I like that what I cut away remains, the suitcases
I brought are gone the way fire comes
from Old English, Czech, & when we light it
we feel it from the beginning.
Photograph of a Woman

*Life came out of the sea, after all,*
Lorna said before she died, when her hair
reached her heart, blond (flaxen even
at the root), side-parted, when she was going
somewhere in her zippered jacket, no-belt jeans,
metal button buttoned, satchel, her body
illuminated. Living in East Anglia,
she would read all of someone in one sitting,
well, i'm sure she got up, but a marathon
of Sir Walter Scott and nothing else,
though maybe where she was going was to have
this picture taken (the background is a suede
sky that could be a studio), so maybe she was going
to meet you, maybe she is coming toward you
now like the white lining of a winged coat,
a tic tac toe, legs thin as an X, and when she swallows
there will be a brief fullness in her throat without
rent, without office, a collar of surf like the root
of galaxy: milk, the Milky Way in miniature
was drawn in red lead early on to illuminate, all of us
small by comparison which may seem like disaster
but even trouble comes from stars, the shine inside
a limousine that was first a cloak, and ghosts could
breathe before the word meant mostly soul, so maybe
that’s what comes across the sea.
Some Nights A Car Would Appear

Some nights a car would appear, a rental, or the guy behind the coffee bar would drive, or someone in the stained glass gave me a ride, cars like boats carried me on the night highway moving like the dark sea until my mouth was wet with salt, strands of hair blown glass; opening like a bottle of wine poured under the influence, I’d stand in bare feet beneath the wood pilings, slivers white with moon shrine, walk into the water knowing how it had missed me, walking without stopping, jeans and shirt melted into the night wardrobe, and then my soles would leave the bottom of the sea, and then I’d be on ballerina tip-toe, before the ocean would pick me up and carry me, talking in its quiet, blue voice.
Drive Around the Block

to be sure an accident
did not occur.

If the bathtub
is ringed, the porcelain

might crack, if an orange
rolls onto the blueberries,

the fridge could cut its
own throat, if bananas
don’t dangle beside ice
cube trays like crime victims

in shock, then the astronauts
might circle forever, their bedtime
always in the afternoon, earth
curving like a face in their
rear view, if both lungs
don’t touch like teenage

boys bouncing off each
other’s chests in a sports

celebration, if both walls,
both lips, all teeth, if every

organ doesn’t tag team all
the rest, steepling in prayer,

theme parks might disappear,
highway 50, the way in to all that

entertainment, to the twelve-
year old girl holding on poolside
at the lagoon, dying today, saying
please leave me alone. If the bus
doesn’t rock fifty times
on a ride to Newton, the sticky

vinyl a metronome, a loved
one might make a misstep

off the concrete stoop,
or standing on a bed at the top

of the house, an island
singing a bedtime story.

If the spoon doesn’t wash
with the fork in the same green

bath, if the sprinkler reaches
the road with the harp shut

in its box, and the towels
aren’t allowed to whisper

into sheets, if work clothes
mix with play, and coats

can’t find winter, the shoes don’t
declare their love of the beach,

going grainy with sand, if the page
is unfilled, and the mirror can’t

see you, if the clock is set on
weekend, then maybe

the keys will be lost, the car,
the apartment, breath,

you, maybe you
will be lost, and that keeps

the car on the train though
no one has to beg,
all you have to do is ask,
even if the door is closing.
Anatidae

The first white duck disappeared overnight, plucked out of the lake, a female in her eiderdown, heavy with white bread from children. Her family was Anatidae, order of Anseriformes, the gooselike birds. The second one, her partner had chased me into the street, honking, and a couple in a truck stopped to laugh at his candy corn beak open, the pillow pursuing me. Then he was gone— white feathers in the grass, as if something had taken him whole. No one saw a dog tear the back off the second bird, just the body listing in water, blood and raw flare. A woman brought a bedsheet from home, waded in, and wrapped the dying thing. Thanks to her for resting him in her child’s toy chest. Thanks to the doctor who sewed the button of his preening gland, oil that lets him float, who replaced his torn sex with a seam. Thanks to the woman who spooned antibiotics for three weeks, and thanks to the man on a bike who visited like a relative in the hospital, who watched over the bird returned to the bank, standing in our half circle, his head tilted up and listening, as if he knows the name we’ve given him.
Talk About Failure

Well, there’s the lack of vacuuming, carrot juice spills on the ivory couch, dust running along the floorboards like a pet, veiling the TV, sills, the furnishings of books, shoes without glue, the lack of comfortable seating or dining, the canopy I gave away, childhood desk sold, gold chair left in a spidery garage,

rose mattresses stored with the bewitched girl who returned them with unidentified blood, but she was so afraid a boy and girl who started little fires on our sidewalk could steal her soul, it took all my conversation to soothe her on this point. I can’t whistle, so I can only call to dogs, \textit{hey pretty pretty}. My fingers so long I always won at marbles, but it only made the other children mad. A man in the park did my portrait back when the bloom was on, but I fell in love, gave it away. The pretty girl up north in a drawer, her penciled hair curling. I don’t have veins for giving blood,

everything sinks down, like the sisters of starfish carpeting the bottom of the sea, brittle stars, sea lilies, I’m dawdling like dry ice, a calderal resting in its own depression, watching for wings
emerald or olivine as peridot,
translucent green waving over me.
My spine hissed, get up,

check into a blue motel, walk on
the skeletons of radios
shining like the supernatural.
Allen Ginsberg wrote on the wall
of my closet twenty-two years ago,
on the half-moon after his birthday,

& said he’d left flowered Japanese
napkin holders here—a gift for us,
his handwriting happy & big as mine

when I was a girl, the letters brushing
my clothes, as if I could walk back
a bit, sit with Allen, but when I sleep

in his bed, I don’t dream of him
or anyone else who slept here: not the side-
by-side of William Stafford & his wife,

not Carolyn Kizer’s crowny hair
on the pillow, not Ferlinghetti crayoning
his name across the wall; instead,

I dream of telling Ann why I think she’ll find
a man even though almost everybody in this town
is old & retired, the men walking down the beach

in wide-open shirts, blown about. Another night,
I go so far away, I wake up on the bridge
to the sea where there are glass sandals, flowered

& skewed no walking way
as if whoever left them lifted out.
But now the people are arriving with plastic

bags & their investigation of the sand,
and the ocean is telling its story
from the beginning. Allen, I think someone

took the napkin rings, I mean, we don’t even
have napkins, but thank you for thinking
of us & leaving these invisible things.
Errata

P. 19: The photograph shows not the *Wheellock Pistol*, in steel, gold, walnut, and bone, from 1540 Munich as intended, but an untitled work from Bath that carousels the scales of centuries of bodies culled from the healing hot spring. Includes tabs for psoriasis, red and peeling skin, motes, moles, and fungi.

P. 40: The photograph shows not Dresser’s *Claret Pitcher* of 1880, as intended, but a bird who sees me on the beach, his dark eye meeting my blue.

P. 119: The photograph shows not de Chirico’s *The Song of Love* of 1914, as intended, but the girl who stood at the top of the house screaming a prayer, using her body like a hammer.

P. 122: The photograph shows not Hesse’s *Repetition 19* of 1968, as intended, but Modigliani, who makes me want to recline along the long bed of his name, my eyes modulating into tall consonants.

P. 162: The photograph shows not Wright’s *Living Room for the Little House* of 1912-14, as intended, but snow, rocking, having to lie down on the floor and hold on, as if the floor might move.

P. 216: The photograph shows not Nevelson’s *Sky Cathedral* of 1958, as intended, but the darkness in Science class, each planet in hand like plastic fruit.

P. 440: The photograph shows not Peale’s *Still Life: Balsam, Apple, and Vegetables* of the 1820s, as intended, but a seat at the café de nuit, a moon tabletop.

P. 810: The photograph shows not Rosenquist’s *House of Fire* of 1981, as intended, but the light in a reading eye like a pearl and the lamp turning Jamie’s thinking pupil glinty red, like her triangle ring from a woman she argues with. Includes the serotonin in poem, the alphabet below the ceiling, and the pleasure of “r.”
Human Errata

When she said, *We need some normal people in the building*, she meant, *I forgot I’m talking to you* *miss tap tap all night long.*

When I said, *Yeah*, I meant, *I’m going to concoct a twelve-foot mesh balloon of steel and leather and attach it to my living room wall; then, I am going to float away.*

When I said, *Oh, but I want it to be real*, I meant, *it’s like Anna Karenina, a train you can hear.*

When I said *photography was born*, I meant, *take my picture.*

When the clerk said, *I think I know where the moon is*, he meant, *You have not greeted me sincerely.*

When I said, *Thank you*, I meant, *fuck you.*

When he said, *I love you*, he meant, *I’m exhausted.*

When she said, *You can’t put flesh on it*, she meant, *I eat too much meat.*

When she said, *Let’s take the stairs*, she meant, *I need more time to wake up before sunlight.*

When he said, *I don’t think I can get more out of you*, he meant, *I give up.*

When the child said, *Don’t let go*, he meant, *I have your hand.*

When I said, *I’ve seen you too*, I meant, *thank you for carrying my flowers like glass.*

When he asked, *Can I borrow your car*, he meant, *I’m going to drive away.*

When the girl said, *I caught a dragonfly*, she meant, *listen.*

When her father said, *She’ll keep talking if you let her*, he meant, *I care what you think.*

When I said, *That’s not easy*, I meant, *I’m glad I’m not your daughter.*

In class, when Jane said, *If I could, I would like to dream*, she meant, *I want to dream with all of you.*

When I said, *I walked in water*, I meant, *I walked in a river up to my knees with others, carrying a brown leather suitcase, a long silence, the case holding the dead like a musical instrument.*

When I said, *I’m claustrophobic*, I meant, *I’m afraid the stones will fall behind.*
When I said, *the leak is not so bad*, I meant, *there is a swimming pool in my bedroom, and a little yellow chick walked the arc of me from shoulder to shoulder, small creatures who live in water arriving.*
Loons

Wish-boned chests expansive as body builders, football inside, the shy ones sing with the loudest cry, making us want, reminder that we’ll die, and then this day pulls in two loons that died at sea, on their backs at the water edge. They float on sand, waves fanning crossed feet, like bathers. In my blue bathing suit, I stand within sight because their black eyes flicker, wet glass with a storm outside, as if only the animal is paralyzed. Watch over, be more color than body, like comb jellyfish are window sheen, and in the dark, they turn on every light in the house, the way a bird will sing over your strong bones when you become the instrument.
II. IN THE CITY
This Life

The man driving the van to Orlando died in a train accident

in Canada when he was fifteen, red-haired, running out of a ball field, onto a track. Now he’s fifty, and he’s thought of looking up his parents—his time between past lives so short, a handful of years—

his mother and father could still be alive, his black and white picture on the mantle. But he’s too afraid. I’d like to regress, though the driver says it’s really something to do if you have a problem in this life, like fear of trains or sex, that otherwise you should concentrate on this life, the one you’re living. But I do have a problem—

the fear that I will make the wrong decision, and someone will die, suffer.

Though that was born in this life when I gave my son away to good parents, people I loved, and he died. Maybe his time between lives will be short too, maybe he’s already here.

*           
Once a beautiful boy, working as a clerk in Smoothie King
ran out from behind the counter,  
out the door after me, and on  

the sidewalk, said he knew it was  
strange, but he wanted me  

to go out with his dad,  
who was single, and what opened  

me as if I were made  
of water, as if I am really  

the ocean masquerading  
as a woman, and he was pouring  

in, what did that was knowing  
he saw me as a mother, asking  

almost that I be his mother,  
and I felt so capable. Maybe  

when we meet, it will be  
something like that.
I Was Born in Brockton

Massachusetts, though it was a short stay, I never had an address, just a doctor and a name, a few days, my mother choosing to live in a town nearby, in a house without a bath, stepping into a tin tub, just so I could be born in Brockton instead of on the navy base, but I can’t help thinking that if I’d been born in Dennisport or Yarmouth I’d be steadier, like my grandmother, my mom, my brother even, all born on the Cape, that I’d have gone to school in Boston the only town where I was sure that I could find a man to marry, but I never lived in Boston, though I spotted a boy driving through, he waved. On the day that I was born a mob attacked bus riders in another town, two men were held for painting swastikas in Amityville, unusual and odd drink recipes were printed in the paper, a truck was hit by bullets shattering the windshield of a Virginia-Carolina freight, and the Savoy Hilton suggested that you let yourself go into a world of moonlight, flames poured from a bus after it got a flat tire, and a fire bomb was hurled, the troops quit South Kasai, at dawn and dusk thirty kookaburras—a kingfisher-like bird—sat in the trees then dove into a man’s backyard screen, each nose a little drum, Buick announced the Skylark as dynamite from dreamsville, John F. Kennedy went back to work after a long weekend of rest, funeral rites began for actor Gary Cooper, and a Pennyslvania judge stood on the witness stand at the trial of Adolf Eichmann who didn’t raise an eyebrow, power loss darkened London, but nothing here is telling me why my son was born to look like me, why in photographs we are the same child, one black and white, one color, or why my son died in Boston or why he’s buried here
in Brockton Massachusetts, an old city where they
made the shoes, broken down and boarded, as if
a city could call to you and you would come.
San Juan de la Cruz

after Guillermo Kuitca

A house can be a bed,
all the rooms a quilted
place to rest:

a bed can be a map
of a country’s blue
roads that return

to the same city
in another country,
the city a valley

sunk in a button,
ashed with burning, white
with a match or snow:

sometimes a song
is the city you return to
and all its rivers:

In a list of the mayores
of San Juan de la Cruz, I thought
I’d find men; instead,

I found the rules for union
with God: místico,
contemplativo, intelectivo, erótico:

You can stay at the Hotel Ceylan,
red letters entering each room
on the street, near the lamp that spikes

into a bright star like the saint
himself with nails of light around his head:
In El Salvador, the city is on a map

not valid for navigation: the prayer
of quiet a place of rest, like the hero
of a child is Kitten Woman—
all she does is wake up and save the world:
the map that is a bed is like a wounded
body, veined and marked with ink and fire

and fingerprints: sometimes
I see the city and understand
it’s always there, the way

my soul appears in a mirror
when I stop being afraid
of her, San Juan de la Cruz waiting

in Poland, at juncture
after juncture, even the pink
capillary streets lead you there.
In the City

A rental car and I was in the back seat looking out the window into the city at night, neck cricked to see the buildings high with lives lived, like the miles of limestone beneath us made by millions of sea creatures one on top of another, turned white, indistinguishable. The conversation from the front seat lulling, and my eyes and mouth open as if the buildings would lean down for a kiss, the night rust, dark green, black. In traffic, I lowered my eyes at a spotlight making me visible, ghost girl developing in a photograph. A boy driving a car in the neighboring lane was smiling at my open-mouthed admiration of the city, but when our eyes met, we laughed in common with old brick, darkness, someone arriving, the sight of him like a lit window at night, his body the brightness. Then, the road sped up, and I was carried along, caught in the groove of a record album, past him. I can still feel the way the dark changed when we went on ahead, how the spark caverned out into blackness, as if I had been on the verge of my life, still young, thinking there’d be others who would look at me with that much tenderness, after the boy in the city.

*after Mark Strand*
Eviction

I walked on boards broken by the hurricane
into a shack with the windows blown out,
slept in the limbs of the house, in blue T-shirts,
ocean, night sky, the wind glassy, waves below
always coming toward me, wanting to play,
and when I open up in the nightlight to slide down
the dunes, trusting the hurricane debris of planks and lost
alligators, nails and bricks, will make way,
the ocean dresses the door of my apartment in town
with notices, over and over; then the sheriff
posts his letter, hear ye, hear ye, like a medieval
broadside, and in 24 hours, he’s back to cart
my belongings to the curb—donated furniture,
my grandmother’s books, Bible, the dirt from my son’s
grave, birth certificate with the official green stamp,
every word I’ve written—it’s all tumbled in car exhaust,
the homeless men by the lake coming to take a look
like seagulls on their tippy-tip feet.
Loud House

Het up boys, skitter boys, muttonchop
go-go boys, gurgle music, kidney stone

music, muchachos party, rubicon sand fire
flaring party, thunderbird ski hats in summer

party, sweaty head party, pound & thump,
socket burning beach party, orange forklift

beach, orange moon ba-boom, hooch smoke,
ta-ta smoke, stonkered house, pandemonium

tetherballed, turtle orbitted, oriflamme ant
house, rust hilled, I know I’m violating

myself house, Maybe you’ll see me
on MTV house, No, dude (to a dog) house,
evening knock knock knock knock
house, evening anamatter clink: glass and tin,

goo food jars, chest hammer music, earthmover,
dog bark music, beep beep back-up
talk, rag and straw sleep, panic sleep, dart
sleep, rummage, rumple, canyon sleep,
sulky bunco, mittenheaded boys, saw-
voiced reclamation boys, fumarole,

radio pale, tar breathing boys
in the chewed grass, white sail an exhale.
The City of Your Final Destination

Don’t go to New York
my father said,
they’ll take your eye
teeth out before you know it.
At Calvary, the letters
are small white stones
spelled out on a grass hill.
The wind comes through
a little house that floats
in the harbor.
A barefoot man doesn’t
have any shoes,
so can’t come in,
hair blown back.
On the news, the man
said everyone was in danger.
On the green bench
Great Island waits for me.
A woman walked by
with a baby in arms,
saying, You have a bad
record today. A bad record.
And it was only morning.
After the diamondback attack,
911 said don’t tie
a tourniquet, that’s how
limbs get lost.
An ex-wrestler famous
for flying across the ring
in leopard tights challenges
the man sitting next to him
on the plane to an arm
wrestling contest on the arm rest.
In Vietnam, older soldiers
often missed their families
and so befriended
children and dogs.
In the Book of Daniel,
he gets old waiting in Babylon.
Four chariots on the wall.
The King can’t get anyone
to read it, whoever can read.
At Newgrange, the door is open at a certain time of year. A girl born in November 2000 in Tay Ninh has hydro-encephalitis from Agent Orange, dioxin in the water. I was asked if I meant Terrence Fields a college student who raped a twelve-year old in a Petersburg Best Western with seven other men. No, I didn’t mean him. I’m in a tree at Keehi Lagoon, ocean in front of me, Diamond Head a little to the left, bark ridged, branches thick as benches. I’m wearing the green shorts set I wore for Nixon, who came to visit because the Apollo astronauts almost died. I’m standing by his plane on the tarmac, with my brother, one knee bent, in barrettes and flip flops, the men in uniforms and suits. In St. Patrick’s cemetery, a man tells me no one has been buried here for fifty years. I feel like a person who woke up in the future, and it looked like an old photograph of the city.
House on Baxter Ave.

Don’t take my picture, like Mary,
on the porch, the sister, holding up her hand,
her violet eyes large as the flowers
with that delicate deep in the green summer
light, & then she died, though it was preventable,
but she’d sat in her chair in her mother’s house,
like her mother had sat in the chair, sat & sat,
like Finns do, endure, until her appendix
burst, & in the hospital when she was dying, the word
went out—she’d asked for my father, word out
like telegrams wild as white birds, but when my
father arrived, a young man, she was asleep,
so my father sat in the light of her bedside while
she slept on & on, afraid to wake her into the night,
& finally, he went home to sleep himself; then,
she died, & we never knew what her final words were,
or why she wanted to say them to my father. Mary,
Mary knows, in her violet eyes, never married, a waitress
all her life, living in the house built by cranberry
bogs on Baxter Ave., & now with Mary gone, it will
be sold, & I could get down on my knees in the hospital,
in the green light, & ask to be let in, oh let me in.
Town

Town of Dino’s Pizza and Joint in the Woods
town of nickel beer and the cowboy ABC

walking around town of Bobby of eighteen
town of the beach house of my ass really in trouble
town of like no time at all of *Apocalypse Now*
and a hand inside my shirt town of really quiet

of hardly any sleep town of so far behind
Kansas town of Level 3 split like a hanger
town of black russians of turkey and water
of about seven drinks of damn
town of a blanket between the bed
of a bottle smashed in my hand

pitching a fit town of kleenex bleeding
town of head down of falling

asleep of luckily everyone was asleep
town of tell him of quaaludes town of three

for one drinks town of driving in all four lanes
town of speed cocktail of that white
dress of sidetips town of Sam
of Allison hit by a train and now

she works in one town of coke
of Shawn covering my hands for a second town

of phenobarbital and Old Grandad town
of smelling salts town of one of the last

children born here town of tiny fingernails
town of gold eyelashes town of knew me

already town of found me town of asked
if I’d forgotten town of the party of keep
in touch of almost out of gas of bad brakes
town of the T-Bowl water shower lawn

hose from the stage and the singer cooling us
down town of someone beautiful saying come

with me town of wet cut-offs clean sneaker bounce
of walking away on this tangerine street.
Radio

There was a corridor in the early night
a silvery route made visible by the rain and dark,
and in the snow in Syracuse, the moment

before the second shot on murder hill, before
my boyfriend ran over a girl, believing
he was not allowed to live beyond her age,

the archway high enough for boats to slide
inside at high tide, and before Christopher
Smart became insane as an unceasing radio

of prayer, very far away with little interference,
Kelpius who said silence is the way to pray, few
words, so God pouring out can be your prayer,

the white room of calamity, the accidents of corner,
a looking glass filling the room with the soul of my
body, receiving my name from another knocking

on the ice road, forever to live by whatever
name I was called, but the mirror carried news
from before I was born and after, the woman never

leaving, Quakers and Boy Scouts living where our
home once was, pine needles in a silver locket where
I breathe, the push to stove, the fire catching

my great grandmother’s dress, the yards of it like grass
in the field burning her down, the corridor on New
Hampshire is near the highway, cars like the ocean, all

night long I can pretend I’m going somewhere sleeping
on the road out of the maniac days, an outgoing tide,
but the silver changes into bills that for a moment,

rip in two, the receding of getting, spending, buying,
the court that takes his home, lets him live out his days
on a pond that I enter like a door in an abandoned land.
My Mother in Honolulu

When my teacher appears in the valley
Of my school, my mother and I are crossing
A basketball court, on our way to climb

Metal rungs up the hill to our house
Like coming out of a deep pool of green
Water, my mother’s hair straight, cut

Short to her chin, skin tanned
In her dress of big flowers, she looks
Like a girl, she is a girl, once

A lover of basketball, a good player.
My teacher is walking towards us
On the island of cement,

Smiling at my luminous mother, my girl
Of a mother. When introduced, he says
*I thought you were her sister.*

And all the way across the court
And the green, up the silver ladder to our house,
We are sisters, as if we’ve always been,

A secret identity, but we needed someone
To tell us, like the King in the city
Square, reaching out his golden arm

To us passing by, letting us see
Who we are in disguise.
The blue sky curves, comes down

Like a hand on our heads. For once,
My mother doesn’t have to watch
To be sure I don’t float out to sea,

Between the chain of mountains
That make our island, her back bent toward me,
Keeping an eye on my small darkness
In the waves, the ladder of her spine curving
Toward me. Instead we’re side by side,
We could even hold hands, swing our gold

Arms—her hand which I have no recollection
Of holding. *Here*, I want to say,
Before we go indoors, and I fall asleep,

Before I go back into the sea
With only the diamond mountain
To orient me, and my mother on the shore.

*after Mark Strand*
Cottage

When the architecture students arrived for a tour, it was another tiring thing I didn’t have the words for, Nancy saying pipe in, asking me to tell what it was like living in one of these little rooms, and I said desk, and I said there’s a window, so you can see outside, pointing to leaves, everything green. Near the end of the tour, we showed the students an empty cottage, and I went upstairs to look in the closet, see the names written on the wall, and Nancy said, oh, you’re showing them the closet, so I did, and then I saw your name on the wall and realized this was where you had lived, leaned against your bed, the mattress against my calf, the yellow blanket, Nancy talking downstairs, and I walked in small steps beside the bed, resting against it in different places, hoping to touch where you had touched, the bed solid, receptive like your hand taking mine to help me down, and when the tour was moving on, I held the edge of the sheet, washed, pillowcase starchy with detergent, a girl downstairs watching me, and so, already caught, I walked into the closet and felt the first letter of your name, ink beneath my fingertip, a swirl like my own, the girl still watching me, but by then my chest had opened up, water coming in through some window.
You Can Take It

You can take all the oranges in Orlando,
the pedestrian free streets, you can take it
down Orange Avenue to the square dance store
with the ruffling swish, and the SWAT team
on the lawn, beading a man with a rifle
motionless in bed, after he said he’d hurt
himself. You can take it to bed, like sewing.
You can take the yellow ceiling of old rain,
the paint peeling into cooking pots. You can
take it from me, my perch above the city,
the burr and honk, the pie charts pretty
much any time you can take to Kinko’s.

You can take the closet where I bent my head
for hours every day, you can take the key,
you can take it eight hours before your scheduled
dose, and you can take the passing shots, the co-working
lampoon, you can take a military car when you move,
you can pretend to be a soldier at the grocery store
in your armored vehicle, you can take my apartment
breath or leave it, you can take the room nailed
shut with blankets, the dreams behind,
you can take them with you to work and go inside
a photo of the sun, you can take it a day at a time,
you can take it twice a day. You can, take it from
someone who knows, you can take it back, the solitary
time in the museum, the Caravaggio shadow
all mine, Christ leaving us, Judas so caught up
with soldiers, he has an armored black arm,
hands holding each other like a child’s church, 
a red blanket overhead in an upside hammock.

Why didn’t I run to find you when you wanted to paint all along? You can take my heartsick,

heartless, heartrent, hearts ease on, you can take it off, you can take it apart by heart, by heave-ho.

You can take it even further, to the Parliamentary Ombudsman, you can take the humidity by two feet 

rippling like water, you can take the night before, 
the men I can’t remember, you can take them

as often as you like. You can take twenty-five years slow, you can take it overseas, take it

to swim laps. You can take it all in, the highway port where men in other cars look behind your

sunglasses, just to find your eyes. You can take it one step at a time, like not drinking, you can take

the eternity speeches of the workplace, the perpetual mold, you can take those home, you can take it

for nothing. You can take the drawers of money seriously, you can take them easy, you can take it

away, you can take it on a train, my face in your mirror looking out in thousands.
Miss American Pie

The silk inside me was scooped out, not to wind around my lungs. One little moon ovary, a bead

swollen to an orange, removed, bye bye miss american pie. Afterwards, it was a slumber

celebration, the Atlantic in the distance. C’est la guerre, everyone had been afraid of the C word, killing my son, the quiet of it. At the oncologist’s office, the women in their scarves had made me cry,

the daughters tired, and the woman on the TV crying because she’s given a chance to sing.

The lost ovary travels a back street, self-luminous, hello hello. I leaned into a six-foot campfire,

a light tower, fog bell, as if I were myself and a painting of myself in his arms, ice to ice,

the glacial edge of the island that is all one watchfulness, one rest. An electrical field of piled carpet light like Jesus in Mexico, Africa, Haiti, with braids and the glow where glow comes from. But I didn’t lean, he leaned,

the entry into. I was beat, cut up, but baby, if your tea is drunk, it’s still hot. Never a day without a boat in the strung town of east. But I heard, I am loved, words curving shadow on a sunned house, and I floated in the dark, in light, Kelle Kel very uncrowded. Henry Beston said, it is not good to be too much alone and listened to the outer ocean, like Nana who loved the marsh, the ocean come to visit. My doctor saying not to waste any time. To get cracking. Fool around.
Songs From Far Away

When I arrived after so many years,
I was afraid he would be angry or disappointed,

Find me at fault, but he said, You’re here!
With more joy than I have ever heard

In my life. It was as if the force field
That separates the living from the dead,

Lifted long enough for me to hear
His voice, so that I could know he loved me

& knew me, his mother. I’ve never
Heard the dead before or since. But I wonder

If they are always talking behind the glass,
Full of joy for us, if they are in the trees, swinging,

Smiling, saying live, live, live, & on this side
We hear birds from far away.
Anniversary

When the obsession was lifted,
I felt the sun on my face as if

I were driving a convertible,
as if light had a hand, and

a cloak or arm around my shoulders,
falling on me in traffic when I was sunk

in the upholstery, the unchanging red
light, and I’d look up, expecting to see

someone. When I’d sit on a bench
or walk across a parking lot, heaviness

fell off like carburetors, mufflers,
as if I’d been magnetic and called

these things to me, as if obsession
had an auto parts store and sadness

bought a radiator hissing by my side.
Once, a man from England offered
to cleanse my aura. I knew he wasn’t
completely human, like the angels

who were men, so I lay down on
a table like an ironing board, flat

as the table they slid the German girl
on as if she were a loaf of bread

into the oven that was a guillotine—
the actress said it’s nothing

to imagine herself dying here
because it’s all inside her head,

nothing compared to the hundreds
or the thousands who lay locked
inside the wooden block, facing
a metal basket for the head,

but the actress did lie down where all
that fear had gathered and those auras

of goodbye. I slept for hours that felt
like minutes, the Englishman’s face

hazy, rainy behind glass,
and he swept away the dark

clutter that clung to me like bats.
When I woke it was night,

and outside, I walked by a mailbox
that seemed full of messages for me.

Even now when I am on the bridge
crossing the river, birds

write something in the sky,
and at the high point of the road,

the ocean draws a blue line
that I’m driving toward.
Fire Truck at Mayo Beach

In the dark, a fireman radios
that he is going out

on a limb, another man replies
okay. A woman gives the time

and blocks two lanes
for an unknown

medical, all their voices black
static, grainy from the waves,

as if ghosts are clearing
the streets, rounding up

the injured. If there is only
one world, the dead

must be common
as streetlamps,

our x-rayed inside,
and at night, all we’d

have to do is shine, while
cars circle the tar,

a fence of trees, steadying
the emergencies.

In this body,
in a place named

for a town below
the sea where houses

floated as the island
sank, where once

a day, land breaks
the surface, and you could
walk there, have a meal, forget what it’s like to disappear.
III. UNTITLED (PEOPLE ON FIRE)
The lines are black with people
connected by a cross,
and a brown wash
like fire spilled.
The sister of my unknown
grandfather caught fire
in the kitchen, someone
still living saw her disappear,
and I woke up driving
with no memory of where
I’d been. Ahead a truck
had stopped at a red light.
I must have tried to brake,
but I don’t remember the impact,
just the police taking their time,
staying in the crushed car, no
way out until I pushed in the car
lighter, a fire in my hands,
a place to go.
In another country, Mary
took me to a child, a relative
who died on fire, and to the house
of my great grandfather,
yard electrified,
so she leans down, an old
woman, and touches one of the stars
to see if it’s live before I climb over.
In the fourth grade, my mother
had sat behind a girl with red hair,
crackling, and my mother
said it always smelled like smoke.
Like cigarettes? I asked.
Like she lived in a house
with smokers? And my mom said,
No, it smelled like burning,
like the girl was a fire.
Little Wing

Charles decorated Nagasaki with cut petals, thousands of pink and white stars to throw into Cio-Cio San’s hair like a night sky. On the fire ladder, I swayed

as if over sea, reached the fly loft. On a gangplank of sails, I looked up into a giant harp, as if I were nothing but the music inside, scenery below flying on ropes—cream Austrian drape, American flag with 45 stars. It’s the early twentieth-century, a 999-year marriage contract with a monthly renewal, teenage girl like a delirious bird, here come the flowers, here comes the moon, little wing. My red-haired neighbor was Suzuki, wringing her hands outside transparent paper walls when the sailor stayed away, no parasols, no fans.

The bird girl killed herself with her father’s knife, sailor off in the distance calling. He may love her sideways, but the facts are bald, her heart fasting. When I called you, and a woman laughed like a banjo, refused to let me speak to you, I rocked without a rocking chair. Night after night, the same story told, drapes fly, a giggling cloud of flowers, the girl’s devotion escaping back.
Ode to the Year 600

Below the fort on the island
is the seventh century, Seven Churches
graveyard where I press my spiral

of fingerprints like a criminal into the worn down
circles of a stone cross carved thirteen hundred
years ago, as if it is a telephone, and I’m
dialing: hello, hello from here. I wonder how
the carver is doing, his body bedded
in sand, his harp of bones,

none of us a pure imaginary number,
and the jalousies of the otherworld open
and close. I’m no expert on the year 600,

so long ago it seems dark as tobacco,
but I woke there a couple of times,
and there was a lot of room, the air

polished and new, like good silverware.
I’d had a terrible fever for days and fell
asleep in a bed so soft it could have been
tears, covered in white down, like a bird, I woke
circled by stone, a castle wall or fort,
chapel unroofed,

a long passage at the ocean end
that is a window,
“wind eye,”

and I can look through
to the sea, touch the stone
wall like tapping a shoulder

a couple of times, feeling for the door still
here no matter how much rain has fallen,
like me, raised like water from a well.
Ode To My Toyota

Through floorboard holes like open windows
on the road beneath my feet, through the back
seat windows that constantly slid down
as if cranked by invisible children, they came
for the mushrooms that grew in the carpet
lush from all the unrestricted rain, the diet of pink
liquid drizzle at the bottom of Pep Power cups
collected on the passenger side: roaches arriving
on their soundless fast feet, glossy palmetto
bugs big as a hand, and in the dark,
I always drove twitching, shaking my hair,
the overhead light burned out, music
stopped inside the radio of my 1974 Toyota,
and still she ran, the world’s longest lasting car,
finally sold for a hundred dollars to a friend’s husband
after he’d become lost in addiction to sex, contracted
AIDS, a beautiful man with blue jewel eyes, faceted
and cracked like ice, but perfect, a kind of sun dial,
with a brightness that made it hard to hear his words,
to do anything but nod. He drove my car so far north,
everything froze, and covered in ice, in Minnesota
or Michigan, after years, the radio came on
like a person materializing beside him, and he called
his wife to tell her how he’d been driving, and someone
started to sing. He’d been scared at first, in the dark,
gone now, wherever the car has taken him.
Ode to Victoria Station

Meat napped in cases,
and someone taught me to roll
up my sleeves, someone else kept
swallowing speed, her eyes
like spark plugs, hair a too snug hat.
Some of my relatives spoke
Micmac though I never met them,
a little world and all the first
name people disappearing.

One night there was a song
in a room with a sawdust floor—
do you know the Plains of Abraham,
the Plains Indian, the plain dealing
plain clothes man, the plainsong?
It was like that, but only for a day.

Where I’d been, there was propellent,
property, a proper subset and I have
not forgotten all the members
to which it belongs, how easy
it was to dress, blue inside the flag.
We were bowed and struck, white
birds disappearing, feathers a poof
in the street. I would become a third
person just to get into the third stream,
third dimension, I’d travel third
class undergo the third degree,
just to walk through your door
and take off this black lake.
Oprah and the Underworld

Sharon Stone was promoting her girlfight movie with Halle Berry, but Oprah

was more interested in Sharon’s real-life head injury, how she’d bled into

her brain for days, flailing about on the couch because her ex-husband was out of town,

and by phone, he hadn’t thought Sharon sounded sick. The audience was transfixed

by helplessness, Oprah repeating, You didn’t call 911? Sharon said in an aneurysm,

one doesn’t know what one is doing. Though when the ex came home and saw Sharon all

nutty, she’s rushed to the hospital, to the x-ray tube in which she has a near-death experience. Oprah pressed for more, but Sharon’s hands fluttered, she mentioned

seeing people she’d known in life, things she’d done—like a short bio pic, which is a bunch

of malarkey, though maybe the death of an actress would be more cinematic

than mine. But Sharon saying it was a long time ago, so she can’t remember details,

the vagueness, it seemed like bad acting. She doesn’t mention that in death, time seemed

pre-historic, expansive but enclosed, like a bear cave, and you’re flat on a slab,

a Flintstones’ bed, while over to the right is a Paradiso path, beamy light
from your childhood church—the kind that made
the kitchen amber on the night of pies, pecan, lemon
meringue—the path a way out of this rocky
womb, but not with the body which I do love.

Sharon didn’t mention breathing without
breathing either, heightening my skepticism,

but what got me (and Oprah), what sounded
true, was Sharon saying how near it all was,

the nearness of death, waving her hands again,
as if waving hello at Death, another guest.
Write a Poem That Scares You

I’m so afraid of pissing off the dead, as if they’ll start swatting me with china, black crows, push me down the stairs—they seem to have so much time on their hands, like vituperative high school girls with long afternoons. I developed an uneasiness about the ghost of my boyfriend’s mother.

Sometimes the dead don’t know they’ve died, so he rang a bell in three corners to let her know that she could go.

Then the living room clock stopped the way they do in houses of the dead; then, it ran ahead. Two matches tossed in the sink, then two wet books as if they’d been starting fires in rain. The feeling of light snow.

His mother had Alzheimer’s when she died, so maybe it is still confusing knowing where to go.

We went to her grave beside a field of fawny grass, bright weeds, markers all around like boxes in the basement. In winter, we ran between the dead on the dirt path, red in the face, pushing through a minute. He missed his family, but the only words I remember are the white ones in her field, the dead in flight. I want to tell her, look, don’t be mad that we sleep in your bed, the electrical blanket burning my thigh, his face has the same line as mine, and he held my photo in the airport until I appeared.

He gave me a spindle of white thread from your sewing box to remember you by. The space problem seems to disappear against the being here. It’s hard to find the right train, that lone woman feeling of holidays in a hotel.
I don’t know where you’re going, it’s true, but the daughter of a magician came to visit and slept in the staring gallery.

We need to put a few photos away. It’s like the story of the man who kept the woman he loved dead in a chair, a back room, flowers everywhere, but that didn’t help, as if the image means no one has to leave.

We danced a sweet dance in the morning, dining room the one room where we were not afraid, sweeping each other in arcs elliptical as families escaping though there wasn’t any music.
the spirit wrote
after the Civil War,
in cloudy script
like you might expect
from someone without
hands, the mediums
busy with so many dead,
collective push
into the other world,
all of us calling.

Down by the river
I remembered sawdust
his guitar, two or three
songs, his hand palm
up, showing me the place
where his mother died,
like a mirror he thought
of his own death, and when
the table turned,
he appeared. We walked
around a fallen tree,
the woman in me still
driving by. His dance
was the best part, I mean
no one was dancing, men
and women in night
outfits. Even broken,
cement to my thigh,
I climbed the stairs
and breathed the way
I did at fifteen, taking
in the burning. One spirit
passed her arm through
a chair, roses, like the ones
he carried to me saying
he’d never sleep again.
There’s red in the sky, red
in the table, like winter,
the shining garment that materialized.
Oh dont keep calling?
Oh dont stop?
In another photograph, a spirit has written* Difficult
to manifest present conditions
not suitable,* and another, in tiny
script, *la porte fermé*— so hard
to see it could be *fume,* though
the closed door is what I’ve stared
at so long, when even
a blind girl can see that’s smoke.
Snow Angel

When I walked through air,
my mouth froze, so I lay down,

and waved, called them by their names:
angel of the fourth hour, of the hidden

things, angel of the figurines,
toy military men, angel of the electric

blanket bed, piano songs from years
ago, the drawings of flowers

carpeting the living room the color
of the moon. The angel of the moon!

With you, I could be an ocean.
I waved to the angel of the pointillist

who understands the points
of imbecilic action, the luminous effect.

The red scarf around my neck is getting snowy.
Even wearing the mittens of the dead (left in a coat

pocket on the hook as if they’re coming back),
I’m losing the feeling in my fingertips. Angel

of the blue sky, I lift my face to you; angel
of improvisation make a bed out of the snow,

angel of the coffee shop, that is where we talked
over tuna melts and coffee as if on a lawn of blouses,

or the angel of the magic carpet floated us
around, and my love told me what the moon

looked like when it said hello,
and the shape of its goodbye, the game

he played the night the moon was lonely—
it involved a tree. Angel of the green lake,
thank you for not taking me in the moment
of despair; angel of despair: patrol, patrol, patrol.
Mammogram Helper

I’m your sleepy hospital gown,
Your purple bandaids with a plastic

Star in the center for your nipple,
And the bow at your neck and waist

The gap between, the Ovaltine.
I’m your metal plate,

The hand that lifts each breast up
Like a cake, a chin-up, reaching for the high shelf.

I’m your squeeze, the glass that snaps
Your ghost floating on film. I’m your movie night,

The Secret in the dressing room, baby blue
Aerosol. I’m the translucent green of Tinkerbell

All wings and hanging from the ceiling,
I’m your swirl of blue from the 60s, I’m your 60s,

Your single digit days. I’m your black bra
Waiting to be filled, hook and eye on either side,

I’m your disfrock, your unfrock, your radioactive
Shower, the shut-down dairy, I’m your pro

Bono figure, your commemorative
Postage stamp, the trousseau

Of thirteen, and the dimes
You wore then on your chest.

after Charles Simic
The Sea in My Hand

_The minute I sat in front of a canvas, I was happy. Because it was a world, and I could do as I liked in it — Alice Neel._

It was like I’d drunk a cup of flu every night for years in the house of pancakes. I know what you mean about seeing all red delirium as ends and not just choices. There was not enough floor after she died. _You could blow away with just one puff of air,_ he said to his love in Act One. In April, there was a storm on the sun 30 times the size of the earth. Expectations like alcohol, like a bathtub full of speed. The surprise of the soul upon entering the unknown. Russian brides spend their days going from monument to monument in their white gowns. Even when they don’t have a lot of money, they make something beautiful. That ring—how his love couldn’t see things like wearability, just the sea in my hand. Why would she like the geranium more than the moon? When I brushed my hair too long, my dad would say, _It isn’t a beauty contest,_ but it always was, waiting for the trees to stop raining, to hear, _I take thee,_ rain windows open, like a song I can step into in my green droplet gown, worn just a few times before the bank froze, and I had to hang it from a tree buoyant with netting. In the corner jail, a girl spoke in my accent, said how trouble took hold even before action, a fog settling, the driver and grooms, and I wanted to walk toward her, but others rose up between us like the sea.
Bees Are All I Talk About

bees and honey: when I go to parties
I bring small jars of unfiltered
and let everyone take two (one
for themselves, one a gift):
for meetings, I bring the comb,
a huge, dripping wedge so sweet
everyone’s teeth hurt: on the subway
I sit next to familiar actors whom I
know but who don’t know me,
and I tell them about the boxes
I place in the forest, how they
buzz: I eat gummy black
propolis and never get sick:
my hair is the color of bee
pollen, a thick chalky yellow, skin pink,
and my eyes keep getting bigger
and yinner as if they’re filling
with honey: I could use some salt,
a piece of fish, protein to contract
my emotions, so overflown,
bees are buzzing inside, electric
marbles tingling my tongue, lips,
and when I speak, they leave my mouth
instead of words: I write with bees, even
draw in bee, but when I hang
the canvas, a woman says, I don’t
understand it, and I said oh my handwriting
is so bad, but she said no, it’s legible,
I guess they just didn’t teach it
when I was in school, like they do now:
When I tell her that almost everyone
is confused, she looks relieved: I explain
that normally bees sleep in a bed, not
in my mouth: One night while they were sleeping,
I tried to transport them across the country
in a truck, lifting each bed very carefully, but one
awoke, and then another (bees really
don’t like being jostled in the night,
but what they hate most is fear) and when
the swarm came at me, I panicked,
dove into the filthy river, but ran out of breath
underneath the water, and when I surfaced, they were waiting and stung my head over and over: my face a swollen mass, they swarmed inside me: I lived, but hum like a refrigerator with walls of wax, and now always wear my bee hat for that sort of thing, though the bees keep me calm now, and I can walk among them.
Books & You

He said I was 44 Anna Kareninas, but I still had to go back home, unemployed, broke, I began to sell books I’d saved from the dumpster—

*Springtime of the Liturgy* to Franklin, New York, then, *Ideology: An Introduction* to Columbus, a *Reader’s Greek-English Lexicon*

to Waukesha, Wisconsin, another to Fort Lauderdale, *The New Testament World* to Richmond, *Dangerous Liaisons* to Rockaway,

*Deconstruction of the Visual Arts* to Fairfax, *Colonial Discourse* to Nashville, a *Concise Theological Dictionary* to a man

in Brecksville, Ohio who said he’d long been looking for this book. He said may God bless you, and I felt like he meant it.

*Dialectic of Enlightenment* by Horkheimer to Berkeley, *Pioneer Life* to Jacksonville: a little girl gets bit by a rattlesnake, and her brother (small) runs with her in his arms to a doctor far away who has one dose of snake venom (needs two for a child), and she dies. *A Genealogy of Pragmatism* to Upland, California, *Beguine Spirituality*


(Think of seeing a movie without him—sharp sadness & pull & love for his tender seeing of movies, everything—
what is that pull? as if my spirit-self makes a run for him
but finds itself caught inside my body.)  *The Black Atlantic*

to Sandwich, *The Psychic Life of Power* to Culver City. I dreamed
a photograph of the author last night in an Anne Sexton style,

*Imaginary Bodies* to London with a beautiful blue painting,
like clothing for a soul, produced at the Offenes Kulturhaus

in Linz, *The Heart Of the Matter* to Rockaway. The cloak of Elijah
is in the Book of Kings, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin wrote

his cloak essay in Jersey, in 1919, just after the war (the cup
appears to be closing over), *Critique & Power* to South San

Francisco, *On Narrative* to the Berkeley School of Law,
*Little Havana Blues* to Monument. I can’t remember where I sent

*Extreme-Occident*, (a little gauze coat with stars on it floating
on a map of water), or *A Religious History of the American People*

(over 300 people burned by Queen Mary, see the Book of Martyrs,
“made their sad way out to face the fires of Smithfield.” *Pilgrim’s*

*Progress* written by Bunyan in jail. & the hymns of Issa Watts),
or *Marxism & the Philosophy of Language*, “What are the procedures

for uncovering, for seizing hold, so to speak, of inner speech?”
Book #31: *In Spite of Plato* to the University of Verona,

(she weaves her bridal all day, unwaving at night, until he comes
home, reminding me of the Beguine women, “a feminine space

where women belong to themselves,” also of the Reformation,
the Puritans believing a spiritual life is lived in the world,

not in retreat from it. I thought for a while that Penelope was real,
a real Queen, “maternity itself can be a space”), *Looking Awry*

to Lexington (Department of Geography), *Abjection, Melancholia,
& Love* to Baltimore, *Selected Subaltern Studies* to Somerville,

*An Introductory Guide to Post Structuralism* to Petaluma,
*Alternative to Speech* to Brooklyn, *Just As I Am*, by Robert Williams,
the gay priest whose books are among these, whose photo fell out of one, who died, to Maidenhead, Berkshire, United Kingdom,

*In Theory* to Berkeley, *More than Cool Reason* to West Lafayette. (I am a little lonely for the Waffle House at 3 a.m.), *An Anthology Of Essays from Dryden to Derrida* went I know not where, *Opening the Heart of Compassion* to Australia, *Jean de Florette* and *Manon of the Spring* to Madison, movies I saw at the Enzian with Frank, at least in the time of Frank, Book #34: *Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius*—all I can see is the pyramid, a triangle of protection for Jesus and Mary and Joseph, until the death of Herod, *Heidegger: A Critical Reader* to Irvine, the *Conquest of Happiness* to Harrisonburg (I send him little hints from this book, hoping), a first edition of *Books & You*—mentions Johnson’s *Lives of the Poets* (who was killed in the bar?)

All the endless photocopying I did of that book in the library. Savage I think. I smelled the muck in front of Tangerine Avenue, where they dug for the new development, mountains of sinkhole muck that we stepped in, carefully, knowing it was quicksand.

Madame Bovary taught me not to die for money, how I’d thought I’d live for education, then die in darkest thinking or go to Europe.

But seeing Emma, I saw myself buying an armload of clothes, a red wool dress and coat. Whitman on this—the animals have no mania for owning things.) When I had to get a temp job, it became harder to keep track of the books—*Perma Red* went, “Her grandmother had told her there were places along the river where water waited to be heard,” *Women in the Acts of the Apostles* and *Holy Listening*,

“Even these may forget, yet I will not forget you. See I have inscribed you on the palms of my hands” Isaiah 49:15-16.

I remember when my parents said the way I drew the number 2 was beautiful. This was when I was still young enough to get
a grade for handwriting in school, *Poetic Closure, The Secret Gospel, Clement of Alexandria, Medicine as Ministry*—the myth

of Tithonus, handsome and loved by the goddess of the dawn
who forgot to ask Zeus to give him eternal youth along

with immortality, and T became so old he folded up like a cricket
in a basket; in pity, she turned him into one, a comforting noise

in the summer night, “the suffering person to whom I minister
is the one sent to minister to me.” What did I forget to ask for?

The healing pool at Bethesda, *Jung, Synchronicity, & Human Destiny*, my brother called, said “You go rock this world.” He said,

“I loved you all these years, I didn’t know how to talk to you,”
*Zen Macrobiotics* (take a small spoonful of gomasio to neutralize

your blood, stop eating honey, chocolate for a while), *Practicing Macrobiotics, Operating Instructions, Window of Vulnerability*,

when the names of the martyrs are remembered in church, they say,
“Presente.” He asked me to look for poetry/songs translated by Mark

Strand (“Souvenir of the Ancient World”), I sold *Of Being Numerous, Out of Silence*, he draws a bookstore for me on the edge

of the sea, boats in the distance, I am so happy to have a place
to live under the blue sky. After that I only sold what I could not say.
33 Reasons Not to Attend the White House Conference

You will be required to show up in Tampa at seven a.m. to register. You will drive to a hotel in Tampa the night before & get lost on the one-way streets. You will request a non-smoking room & be given a room full of smoke. You will become claustrophobic in the elevator because you don’t know how to insert your room card to open the elevator door. You will pay sixteen dollars for a fish sandwich because you are too tired to find a restaurant. Your boots are not made for walking the four blocks to the conference, though they are sleek. You are not wearing a blue suit. The White House speakers appear to be three cheerleaders in their early 20s with bouncy hair, abundant make-up, and end-of-sentence lilts. Jeb Bush will speak & receive a standing ovation. You & two Catholic ladies will remain seated. (It is not that you are prejudiced against men named “Jeb”—you liked the one on Beverly Hillbillies. But that was Jed.) Attorney General Ashcroft will speak & receive a standing ovation. You & two Catholic ladies will remain seated. Ashcroft will imbed seven manipulative stories into his speech, one involving a boy with Down’s Syndrome who sang with him at church. The federal security guys are spaced a foot apart all around the room. You will wonder if the feds notice you don’t clap or give a standing ovation & wonder if this is considered a minor crime. One of the feds will seem to find you attractive, smiling while you eat your vegetarian wrap with no dressing, inching closer, as if all the security guys are playing a game & taking the place of the man in front of him at designated times. You wonder if the security man will decide you are a Communist & put you
on a list, or at least put you on a list of non-Republicans.
You will want to stand up when Ashcroft is speaking & ask

a brief question about the war. You wonder how the security guys
would respond to you behaving like a citizen of the United States.

Jeb & Ashcroft both have remarkably pink skin, the way a baby
brought back to life is said to be pinking. Either Jeb or Ashcroft

will say that he is building the first faith-based prison.
You & the Catholic ladies will look alarmed. Jeb or Ashcroft

will receive a standing ovation. One of the Catholic ladies
will tell you that in Pennsylvania there were homeless people

who lived well, & you will want to show her the shelter
in Orlando with 750 people living in an old TV station from

the 1950s, including Mary and 185 other children under
seven years old. When the blond-bobbed cheerleader comes back

out, one of the Catholic ladies will say, Here’s my favorite.
You will fall asleep in your chair even though you’ve had six

cups of coffee. The coffee stand will close, its register tape
finishing a celebratory wave, though you still have to drive home.

When you decide to visit a Cuban-American poet instead,
you pass a restaurant called the Seven Seas, the side wall

a mural of a woman’s head with the body of a crustacean.
Though you need to eat dinner to balance the yin of six cups

of coffee, you are nauseated by the Shrimp Woman. You pass
Armenia again—at Thanksgiving it was the mark of too far.

You pass S. Rome, making you sad for the winter gone in central
New York, missing M. and the snow angel. When the Cuban-American

poet is running late, you will consider putting your head down
on your table in the bookstore, like in elementary school

when you’d had enough.
On Lake Adair I thought I saw wheels, rubber circles in the bushes. Orange cones blocked the park, the crime unit vehicle white as an ice cream truck, a policeman guiding traffic. I’d worried it was a tipped stroller, but the red circles were the soles of a man’s running shoes. His legs blue-jeaned, the rest of him behind the green, toward the lake, face down. No one nearby, no ambulance, maybe the crime unit staff was still in the truck, the body protected, but ignored, emptier than the dead on TV. At the shelter, Allison said maybe it was one of our guys, the chronic homeless, drug addicted, mentally ill, wandered off to find a cool place. She said a man had died in our park, but nobody knew him, no ID, no one to call. Another day, early morning, in a room behind ours, she’d heard a woman screaming, ran down the hallway, through the doors, saw Johnny giving baby CPR to an infant who’d been alone on the bed, the mother gone briefly, and the baby rolled over and suffocated, Johnny using two fingers to try and bring him back, pushing on his chest, but the baby died. I remember learning how to give a baby CPR, practicing on a doll. The pressure required lighter than you’d think, as if you were touching
a bird or you might crack a baby’s ribs, tiny xylophone, it was hard to believe that so little effort could make a difference.

I looked for the man from Lake Adair on the news, in the paper, but the TV was full of Reagan, the missing man formation,

one plane in the sky, like a stingray, separating from the crowd. A horseless rider with Reagan’s empty cowboy boots in stirrups, facing backward. His body on the same catafalque as Lincoln, funeral at the National Cathedral planned for years.
One mother said she was irritated, wondering what her family would do for Mother’s Day. She was holding another woman’s baby, said she had two children, two and eight years old. I wanted to hold the baby, to ask, but all I could do was shake my hair to make him laugh, always afraid that the sweetness of holding will break me into glass, shattering away in thin shards, tinkling, or that in asking, the mother will see how desperately I need to hold her child, & she’ll fear me, turn away like I did from the melted girl, burned as a baby in a fire over eighty percent of her body, homeless now, epileptic, in her early 20s, wisps of hair like on an old neglected baby doll, brave in her jean jacket, pushing open the door. It was almost Thanksgiving, & she’d bitten her tongue so badly, she hadn’t eaten for three days. When I asked how are you, perfunctorily, she said she was scared to live alone, afraid of her tongue, swallowing. Leaning on the water-stained wallpaper she said, can I talk to you? Her name was a part of a song, & she started to cry when I began to listen, she asked, can’t we go somewhere? A room a place to talk? But I had a meeting down the hall, I was administration, & turned away, her skin made into rivers, the way a candle melts, her whole life burning like some far off planet.
Hey, Hey

I said to the girl, two or three years old, passing by my door, & I was down, down, the grave danger, black laden with ice that little passes through, but if the only thing I do in a day is shine at a child, I’ll choose it over the sin of being so much static, a vertical flow of air— so overcast I reduce the risk of both our landings and takeoffs, so while she is still in my sphere, the doppler crashing, I smile across the shear boredom, the downdraft, bring the heat of my person to shine on her, born over ground, say “Hey, Hey” to her with all delight lifting up, and as my key turns in the lock, and I step into my closet, I hear her say, “Hey, Hey” in my intonation, as if I have taught her the words to a song.
Esmeralda

Before the doctor gave me a fifty/fifty chance, I was falling through the blue sky up where the airplanes go, and Laura was there. She died this month, two years ago, & I didn’t see her before she died. But she was in the sky I fell to,

then below, heading toward earth, and I looked up, cupped my hands to mouth and yelled, *I love you*. She heard me.

I was so glad to tell her. It was partly Laura’s idea for me to grab a tree before I hit the ground, so it would break my fall,

and I wouldn’t die. The tree leaves so dry and brittle, gray and white and silver, but I grabbed them and woke up thinking I should pay attention to how my body swings after falling from this height since I don’t want to slam against the tree.

When Laura was alive, we were laughing behind a wall of glass. She loved my blue samsonite, but smiled when I threw it in the air, gone. We had to align all the bottles on shelves, so while Laura straightened, I’d read her Denis Johnson, her black hair purple as a fairy tale, and changed our names, calling her Esmeralda, the emerald girl, a name that she wore in the aisles.
Death & the Visitor

When he writes about death, all the lights
in your body dim in acknowledgment

of what’s to come, a kind
of power surge. But this is different,

the strand of land barely wide enough
for the rental car—dune scruff

above the sea to the left, river to the right,
and on the bank is alligator after alligator

after alligator, a nightmare road
of quiet, sunning reptiles, jaws shut.

Silence and complete absence
of movement might make you think they could

be shy, slow, even affectionate, rolling
on their bumpy backs for a tummy rub.

The visitor is no fool, but he’s gotten
out of the car, the only living creature

on the narrow strip, standing like a tall
bird in the sun, despite my high-pitched

pleading as I heard his door lock pop:
“They move fast, don’t get out, they move

fast,” but it’s like I’m not even talking.
I imagine he has his hands on his hips

though I’m afraid to look, planning
his rescue. What surprises me is that

I’m willing to get out of the car,
and pry him out of their sharp mouths,

if necessary. Unfortunately, I’m out
of shape, my shape lost to the couch,
muscles asleep, physical activity
dependent on a high level of caffeination.

But I can see myself stepping on an open
jaw with my flip flop, closing it like a pair

of scissors, a difficult suitcase, scissoring
my way through the alligator obstacle
course in my blue surf shorts with ALOHA
emblazoned across my ass. Not because

I’m brave—I don’t like fire, planes, elevators,
crowds, pain of any kind, making a fist,

yelling, sharp or fast-moving objects—
but he is dear to me, and I have a green

leaf on yellow paper to remind me,
and when others mocked my getting lost,

he knew I wanted to be surprised, and taught
me the word for it. Maybe it would be better
to hop over the front seat, gun the car right
into the alligators if they get him—I know

they have rights too, like the vultures
that eat the dead—but the car’s my only weapon.

Plus I think alligators tend to bite a body into shock,
drown it, then haul it off into the water
to keep it cool for snacks. I try not to picture
the visitor and myself floating

with missing parts in the weeds, but then
he’s back, he’s back, he’s back in the car!

Weeks later, when I drive the visitor
to the airport, something stops me

from moving into darkness that is not
a traffic lane after all, but a wide, deep canyon-like
ditch, a black bowl where we would have 
rolled and rolled, where I might have accidentally 
killed the visitor and myself, his name 
forever tied to this town with the ugly name, 

like Massachusetts-born Robert Creeley dying 
in Odessa, Texas, which does sound kind of 

pretty, but he was only there for a visit, and now 
it’s a permanent attachment to his history.

I’d never driven that road before, thought 
I saw another lane to my right, darkness that went 
on. It was nearly midnight, the country road 
lightless, the trip long, and I wanted to be reliable, 

a good driver, so I’d invited him to sleep. 
Luckily, we made it to the airport, 

and when he woke and kissed 
me goodbye—something, my friend said, 

that men of his generation do— 
I kept it to myself, what we’d passed through.
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